Customer stories from

How we cultivate happy employees,
connected teams and a competitive edge
through our peer-to-peer learning programs.
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SHOULD I READ THIS?
Yes, if you care about happy employees,
career mobility and learning capabilities.

With the pace of technological innovation,

In this customer story you can read all about

competition and change, organisations need

the experiences and results at Laureate

to continuously adapt fast or get left behind.

through the eyes of four different employees.

The situation is no different for people. Skills
at the workplace age faster than ever due to

A recommended read in case you are looking

digitisation and automation, with continuous

for effective, innovative and fun ways to

reorientation, reskilling and upskilling

cultivate happy employees, connected teams

becoming vital for sustainable employability.

and a competitive edge through peer-topeer learning solutions.

To thrive in the future, organisations need to
continuously cultivate their learning
capabilities and career mobility at all levels
of the organisation. Moreover, with ‘The great
resignation’ in full effect, it's imperative for
organisations to find new ways to keep their
employees happy and engaged.

Now meet Laureate, an online education
company. With their offices in Amsterdam
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Lee, manager

Become director of your development

A newfound love for writing

downsizing, they wanted to support their
employees with a smooth career transition
process ánd equip them with personal
development tools that are useful in the
future even beyond their next role.

With Prototype You we ran several of our
signature

Cristina, manager
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So, what's next?

Becoming a UX professional

Business toolkit for personal development

Prototype Your Career programs

at Laureate, where employees help one
another experiment towards their ideal
career and improved professional skills.
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BECOME DIRECTOR OF
YOUR DEVELOPMENT.

Prototype You was a great fit because rather than
working from an organisational push perspective,
they work from an employee pull perspective.

Tracey Williams, Director Human Resources

What made you start a collaboration with
Prototype You?

Prototype You was a great fit because rather
than working from an organisational push
perspective, they work from an employee pull

My first experience of Prototype You was at a

perspective, leading to more autonomy,

meetup with some peers and I was

ownership and engagement in the process.

immediately impressed with their fresh

This was key in helping to facilitate

approach of practical, iterative, social

motivation during a challenging time.

learning. I loved the starting point of their

Additionally, we wanted to offer employees a

philosophy which is to help employees

new skill where they learn how to develop

become directors of their own development,

and keep developing during their career so

supported with trusted companions along the

that they would take something useful into

way.

the future even beyond their next role.

I was looking for some ideas to support our
employees since we were in the process of

How did you experience the collaboration
with Prototype You?

downsizing our offices and we wanted to
help our employees with a smooth transition

They had me at hello! Well, ok I mean at the

to a role outside of our organisation. I was

first meetup. Not only is the product a great

keen not to put everyone through the same

learning experience but the approach from

pre-determined outplacement programme

the Prototype You team demonstrates their

but instead to find ways to 1) help people

philosophy. Your interactions with them are

choose for themselves what they felt would

personal, practical, iterative, supportive and

help them find another role and 2) provide

fun. Working together to consider how

support structures which would help them

individuals and the organisation can benefit

figure out what was important to them.

from the workshops meant that we could
tailor the programme to our specific needs

Downsizing a business creates an opportunity

and situation, in this case supporting

for organisations to decide how people will

employees with their own learning choices.

be treated in the process and the decisions

Photo by Ali Kazal

made can create or destroy potential

The Prototype You team helped guide us by

ambassadors for the company. From the

supporting and challenging as needed just

beginning, a choice was made to make the

like in the programme. Add in a lot of fun and

downsizing experience as thoughtful,

a giant dollop of kindness and you get a

transparent and supportive as possible.

great partnership.

Photo by Jed Villejo
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BECOME DIRECTOR OF
YOUR DEVELOPMENT.
Tracey Williams, Director Human Resources

What did Laureate get out of the
Prototype You programs?

What stood out for you in the programs?
Rather than one-on-one career coaching

The overall goal was to provide support for

Prototype You has created a solution where

employees as they transitioned out of the

they facilitate a group process where

organisation. The intention behind this was to

employees help one another experiment

demonstrate care and appreciation. This was

towards a new job or career. They really

important because our employees had

employ the power of social learning. It’s a

dedicated themselves to the company but

personalised learning process, yet supported

were now losing their jobs. The Prototype You

by trusted companions.

programme gave employees an opportunity
to learn important new personal development

People in the programmes really benefit from

skills as well as create some me-time to

the emotional support, peer recognition, peer

consider personal needs and goals.

support and peer accountability. This is a
shift away from purely self-directed learning

Additional coaching sessions included with

or employee-manager learning relationships

the programme had the benefit of supporting

and has many benefits as a result.

mental wellbeing which helped employees

Additionally, the practical, iterative approach

understand how to work with their thoughts

delivers results and teaches people how to

and emotions while the workshop techniques

build better learning habits.

facilitated intent and action towards new
jobs. The peer-to-peer learning aspect also
improved relationships and connection which

Next up

extended beyond the programme itself.
How Lee discovered a newfound love for
It was important for Laureate that employees

writing through the Prototype You program

remained engaged and well through the final

and its prototyping sprints.

days of the business for its students but also
for the employees themselves as attitudes
communicate across boundaries.

The Prototype You team helped guide us by supporting and
challenging as needed, just like in the programme. Add in a lot of fun
and a giant dollop of kindness and you get a great partnership.

"They really employ the power of social learning."

Photo by Fa Barboza
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A NEWFOUND LOVE
FOR WRITING
Lee Hitchcock, manager academic advising

What made you sign up for the program?

What did you get out of the program?

The idea of Prototype You appealed to me as

The program really allowed me to be

it appeared to be as much inward-looking as

introspective and think about where my

it was externally focused, rather than the

passions lay. Most useful to me were the

standard ‘how can I get a new job’ content.

small prototyping sprints that we ran. This
enabled us to set a small personal target and

How was your program experience?

work out the basic steps we needed to
achieve this. This could work for a variety of

Very positive. Wouter and Kristiaan were very

challenges such as sorting our CVs and

good trainers and very personable, as was

LinkedIn profiles, organising finances, or

the personal coach who we were able to see

creating an energising morning routine.

as part of the programme for a counselling
session. Such people who can engage and

What really stood out for you?

be approachable make the difference
between a successful course and a lesser

The biggest praise I can give the course is

one, regardless of content.

that it helped bring out my creative side
which had lay dormant for some time.

The program was also entertaining. Some

Focusing on what you enjoy doing, regardless

programmes and workshops you find yourself

of if you see it as a realistic life goal or

clock-watching due to lack of stimulation, but

opportunity for employment, is a very positive

the sessions moved through at a good pace

element of the Prototype You ideology, and I

and were never dull.

think it is fair to say that am now writing
again in no small part due to this course.

I think it is fair to say that am now writing again in no small part due to
this course. Being able to do something you have a passion for - and
finding time for this through adopting some of the practices of this
programme - is a massive benefit for self-esteem and mental health.

Another aspect that I found rewarding was

Being able to do something you have a

the peer-to-peer working relationships that

passion for - and finding time for this through

we formed with other members of the group.

adopting some of the practices of this

This is great, not only in terms of getting to

programme - is a massive benefit for self-

know colleagues better, but in having

esteem and mental health.

someone there to encourage you to achieve
your goals, and vice-versa.

Next up
How Cristina prototyped her way to
becoming a UX designer.
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BECOMING A
UX DESIGNER

The Prototype You facilitators and their clock guided
us through all the exercises within challenging time
boxes that helped us towards a mindset of progress
over perfection. And it made the time fly!

Cristina Mairal, customer experience manager

What made you sign up for the program?

What did you get out of the program?

I wasn’t sure of the next step in my career

I decided to go for a career change -

when Laureate offered us the opportunity to

becoming a UX designer - and take the

participate in the Prototype You program. I

needed steps.

had some ideas, but I felt I needed focus and
help to make some decisions.

In addition to that, I got to collaborate with
Prototype you as a UX Designer Intern

How was your program experience?

developing the mobile application iOS and
Android application with which people can

The experience was very positive. I tend to

support each other with their personal

get lost in all my ideas, and the workshops

development plans.

their activities helped me focus.

What stood out for you in the program?
I funnelled all my ideas into one goal and
started taking small steps in that direction.

What stood out the most for me was the
peer-to-peer support. Having the opportunity

The workshops were full of fun, intense and a

to discuss and brainstorm our ideas was of

well needed time to reflect.

great help.

The Prototype You facilitators and their clock

The uniqueness for me was the logical and

guided us through all the exercises within

easy technique of breaking down your goal,

challenging time boxes that helped us

taking the pressure off of the main goal and

towards a mindset of progress over

focusing on the small actions.

perfection. And it made the time fly!

Next up
How Funda experienced a successful
application of a business concept to peer-topeer personal development.

Photo by Kelly Sikkema

Photo by Mark McGregor
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BUSINESS TOOLKIT FOR
PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT
Funda Kocaarslan, academic advisor

What made you sign up for the program?

Coming from a counselling background and
being a fan of small group sessions, I truly

I decided to use part of my redundancy

appreciated the implementation of the

budget for the Prototype You program,

Prototype You model to support employees in

because I needed direction and motivation

an innovative and supportive way.

for a career move at that time, looking for a
job that is in line with my aspirations and

What did you get out of the program?

looking for courage and a method to do so.
Prioritisation of the tasks and objectives

How was your program experience?

based on urgency and importance and
dividing them into doable, scalable and time-

Prototype You recognises the importance of

bound junks helped me to manage my

sharing our experiences, feelings and

personal life with less worry. I really urge

thoughts with others to normalise our fears,

organisations to turn learning practices into a

worries and other emotions. They nurture

habit to ensure long-term effects!

great group dynamics by establishing
boundaries for confidentiality, trust and

What really stood out for you?

openness to ensure people feel a sense of
belonging, inclusion, understanding, empathy,

The successful application of a business

and support during the sessions.

concept to personal development, offering a
sound model in an open, nonjudgemental

Besides a safe space for development,

environment, and creating a safe space for

Prototype You offers a methodic approach to

personal development.

personal development. This helps participants
break down the scary, gigantic and

By its nature, rather than a traditional

ambiguous long-term goals into workable,

Teacher-student model, Prototype You

time-bounded, scalable short-term tasks.

encourages the participants to connect and
take an active role in peer-to-peer learning,

Prototype You encourages the participants to connect
and take an active role in peer-to-peer learning,
cultivating learning by doing, sharing and reflecting.

Having accountability buddies in the program

cultivating learning by doing, sharing and

helped me to share about my journey and

reflecting.

follow-up on my actions. Feeling responsible
for their follow-up made me more conscious
of my own journey as well.

So, what's next?

Photo by Rebecca Georgia
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SO, WHAT'S NEXT?
Feel free to reach out!

With Prototype You we cultivate attractive

Are you curious how we can help your

organisations with happy employees in

organisation cultivate happy employees,

connected teams that are fit-for-work. We do

connected teams and a competitive edge

so through personalised learning journeys

through our innovative peer-to-peer learning

with trusted travel companions.

solutions?

We provide programs, trainings and software

Learn more about us by visiting our website at

where employees help one another

www.prototypeyou.nl or feel free to reach

experiment towards their ideal career, a

out to one of our founders below to have a

great work experience, and improved skills.

chat. We are happy to help you!

Meet our founders

Wouter Smeets

Kristiaan Hartmann

Why do we work? To me, it’s all about

The relationship between organisation and

bringing out the best in people. I co-founded

employee is a balanced two-way street. Both

Prototype You so that people can help one

should strive to make each other happy. As

another grow on a journey of lifelong

Sir Richard Branson already said: “Train

learning, and cultivate that Nelson Mandela

people well enough so they can leave. Treat

mindset: "I never lose. I either win or learn."

them well enough so they don’t want to.”

We improve the
work experience
in organisations through

wouter@prototypeyou.nl

kristiaan@prototypeyou.nl

personalised learning journeys

Wouter's LinkedIn profile

Kristiaan's LinkedIn profile

with trusted travel companions.

